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ABSTRACT
We report the discovery, mapping, and characterization of a meiotic drive locus (D) exhibiting nearly

100% nonrandom transmission in hybrids between two species of yellow monkeyflowers, outcrossing Mimulus
guttatus and selfing M. nasutus. Only 1% of F2 hybrids were M. nasutus homozygotes at the marker most tightly
linked to D. We used a set of reciprocal backcrosses to distinguish among male-specific, female-specific,
and zygote-specific sources of transmission ratio distortion. Transmission was severely distorted only when
the heterozygous F1 acted as the female parent in crosses to either parental species, ruling out pollen
competition and zygote mortality as potential sources of drive. After four generations of backcrossing to
M. nasutus, nearly isogenic lines were still �90% heterozygous at markers linked to D, suggesting that
heterozygosity at the drive locus alone is sufficient for nonrandom transmission. A lack of dramatic female
fitness costs in these lines rules out alternatives involving ovule or seed mortality and points to a truly
meiotic mechanism of drive. The strength and direction of drive in this system is consistent with population
genetic theory of selfish element evolution under different mating systems. These results are the first
empirical demonstration of the strong female-specific drive predicted by new models of selfish centromere
turnover.

OBSERVATIONS of non-Mendelian inheritance the dynamics of selfish elements within populations
date back almost to the rediscovery of Mendel’s (e.g., Hartl 1970; Feldman and Otto 1991), as well

work (Gershenson 1928) and have become increasingly as evidence for a role in species barriers (e.g., Dermit-
common as molecular markers have replaced pheno- zakis et al. 2000; Tao et al. 2001) and even phenotypic
typic variants as the primary tool of quantitative and evolution (Wilkinson et al. 1998). Despite similar
molecular genetics (Jenczewski et al. 1997; Rieseberg selfishness, however, true meiotic drive fundamentally
et al. 2000). Unequal representation of parental alleles differs from postmeiotic transmission distortion systems,
in a progeny population can result from differential and we still know little of its incidence, mechanisms,
inclusion in the products of meiosis, differential survival and consequences.
or fertilization success of haploid gametes, or differen- As recently formalized by Pardo-Manuel de Villena
tial survival of the diploid zygotes. Determining which of and Sapienza (2001b), the necessary and sufficient con-
these processes contributes to the observed transmission ditions for nonrandom segregation of chromosomes or
ratio distortion (TRD; Pardo-Manuel de Villena and chromatids during meiosis are remarkably unrestrictive.
Sapienza 2001b) is a first step in analyzing any non- In most plants and animals, female meiosis is intrinsi-
Mendelian pattern of genetic transmission. cally asymmetric: three of the four products of meiosis

Only the first cause of TRD, the nonrandom inclu- degenerate and only one goes on to form a gamete.
sion of chromosomes or alleles in the products of meio- Thus, any chromosomal variant that can preferentially
sis, is meiotic drive as originally defined (Sandler and segregate to the functional meiotic product gains an
Novitski 1957). Historically, classic cases of TRD (e.g., inherent transmission advantage; this asymmetry of cell
Spore-killer in Neurospora, Segregation Distorter in Dro- division and cell fate continually selects for selfish chro-
sophila, and t-haplotypes in mouse; see Lyttle 1991 mosomal elements. Cytogenetic analyses demonstrate
for review) have also been termed meiotic drive, but that female meiosis can act as a predictable arena for
these well-known systems all involve postmeiotic dys- chromosomal competition and selfish evolution. For ex-
function of spores or gametes. Evolutionary analyses of ample, heterochromatic knobs in maize (Rhoades
such distorters have provided tremendous insight into 1952; Dawe and Cande 1996; Buckler et al. 1999) and

some B chromosomes experience preferential transmis-
sion through female meiosis. Similarly biased transmis-
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de Villena and Sapienza 2001c) and has been pro- severely distorted region of the hybrid genome, a por-
tion of linkage group 11 (Fishman et al. 2001). Interac-posed as an explanation for large-scale patterns of karyo-

typic evolution in mammals (Pardo-Manuel de Vil- tions between the heterospecific genomes must under-
lie this severe distortion; because the parental lines werelena and Sapienza 2001a).

Recent work suggests that centromeres, the primary highly homozygous inbred lines and a single F1 was
selfed to form the entire F2 mapping population, single-sites of kinetochore assembly and spindle attachment

(Dawe 1998), may also routinely compete during asym- locus recessive lethals (inbreeding depression) cannot
contribute to non-Mendelian inheritance in this cross.metric meiosis (Henikoff et al. 2001a; Henikoff and

Malik 2002; Malik and Henikoff 2002). However, The observed transmission bias on linkage group 11
(LG11) could be caused by preferential segregation ofbecause female drive by centromeres does not involve

obvious chromosomal polymorphism and does not nec- M. guttatus alleles/chromosomes during F1 female meio-
sis, by postmeiotic differences in the fitness of haploidessarily cause the biases in sex ratio or reductions in

reproductive fitness that characterize male segregation F1 gametophytes or gametes, or by differential survival of
diploid zygote genotypes. Because of the mating systemdistorter systems (Taylor and Ingvarsson 2003), it

may be impossible to detect without detailed genotypic difference between the parental species, selection at
quantitative trait loci underlying pollen performanceanalyses. Furthermore, population genetic theory of

outbred species predicts the rapid spread and fixation was a particularly attractive hypothesis; the outcrosser
M. guttatus outcompetes M. nasutus in mixed pollina-of competitively superior drive elements that do not

entail fitness costs (Burt and Trivers 1998; Hurst and tions (Diaz and Macnair 1999) and the mapping cross
created the opportunity for competition among recom-Werren 2001). Alternatively, suppression of drivers may

rapidly evolve and restore equal segregation (Sandler binant F1 pollen grains. Given that genic interactions
underlie partial hybrid sterility in this cross (Fishmanand Novitski 1957). In either case, selfish chromo-

somal elements may be only transiently polymorphic and Willis 2001), postfertilization loss of particular
multilocus hybrid genotypes (zygote inviability) was alsowithin populations and the female meiotic drive causing

their turnover would be rarely observed in within-spe- a reasonable alternative for some or all of the distortion.
To discriminate among these hypotheses, we use recip-cies analyses.

Non-Mendelian inheritance of molecular markers in rocal backcrosses to isolate the effects of F1 male func-
tion (meiosis and gamete performance), F1 female func-hybrid linkage mapping populations, which is com-

monly observed but largely unexplained (Jenczewski tion (meiosis and gamete performance), and progeny
class (nuclear genotype) on the transmission of LG11et al. 1997; Harushima et al. 2001), provides a novel

opportunity to detect and study chromosomal elements markers. We further characterize the female-specific dis-
tortion in a set of nearly isogenic lines (NILs). We pro-that may have diverged via female drive. Here, we investi-

gate the mechanism of segregation distortion in hybrids pose a single meiotic drive locus on LG11 that experi-
ences nearly 100% preferential transmission of the M.between two species of the flowering plant Mimulus

(Scrophulariaceae sensu lato). Mimulus guttatus, a pre- guttatus allele in interspecific heterozygotes by biasing
segregation at meiosis I and argue that extreme drivedominantly outcrossing species with showy, insect-polli-

nated flowers, and M. nasutus, a highly self-fertilizing in hybrids reflects different histories of selfish evolution
in the two species.species with reduced, often cleistogamous flowers, are

closely related members of the broadly interfertile yel-
low monkeyflower species complex (Vickery 1964).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Pre- and postzygotic barriers partially isolate M. guttatus
and M. nasutus (Vickery 1964; Fishman and Willis Linkage and distortion mapping: The initial F2 mapping

population (N � 526) was generated by selfing a single F12001), but hybrids are often observed at sympatric sites
formed by crossing an inbred line of M. guttatus (IM62; Iron(Ritland and Ritland 1996) and there is evidence of
Mountain, OR; pollen parent) with an inbred line of M. nasu-

ongoing introgression at nuclear loci in some parts of tus (SF5; Sherar’s Falls, OR; seed parent). The populations
the shared range (Sweigart and Willis 2003). Thus, from which these lines were drawn are highly divergent in

floral morphology (Fishman et al. 2002) and mating systemartificial hybrids between these taxa provide insight into
(F � 1 for Sherar’s Falls M. nasutus, Kelly and Willis 1998;the genetics of divergence in incipient species and also
F � 0.19 for Iron Mountain M. guttatus, Sweigart et al. 1999).predict the consequences of natural hybridization.
The framework linkage map consisted of 174 markers span-

Previous linkage mapping revealed a striking pattern ning 1780 cM Kosambi on 14 linkage groups (Fishman et al.
of transmission ratio distortion in M. nasutus � guttatus 2001). Additional codominant markers, including MgSTS87,

MgSTS19, MgSTS20, and MgSTS26 on linkage group 11, wereF2 hybrids (Fishman et al. 2001). M. guttatus parental
subsequently placed by genotyping a subset of the original F2alleles were overrepresented in at least nine distinct
hybrids (N � 288) and constructing linkage maps using similargenomic regions on the 14 linkage groups; only two
protocols in Mapmaker (Lander and Botstein 1989). The

regions showed significant, but relatively slight, excesses MgSTS markers are length polymorphisms in intronic regions
of M. nasutus alleles. In this report, we focus on the of single-copy nuclear genes. These gene regions were discov-

ered as part of a collaborative project to develop genomic toolsmechanism of non-Mendelian inheritance in the most
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for Mimulus by partially sequencing random cDNA clones development, with at least 50% of ovules not developing into
mature seeds. Because of the possibility for reproductive com-generated from M. guttatus floral bud RNA. The resulting

sequences were assembled into contigs and primers were de- pensation (i.e., maximum seed set despite high ovule or seed
mortality), we chose to examine the size distributions of devel-signed to flank putative intron locations (J. H. Willis, L.

Fishman, T. J. Vision and F. Deitrich, unpublished data). oping ovules/seeds rather than count absolute numbers of
mature seeds. Ovaries were collected at pre- and postpollina-The primers for MgSTS markers used in this project are as

follows: MgSTS19 (F-primer, 5�-ATTTGCCGTTCCACAA tion (by SF5) stages from a sample of NILs and SF5 controls
and preserved in ethanol. Each ovary was macerated withTCTC; R-primer, 5�-AGTTCCATTCGACCGATACG), MgSTS-

20 (F-primer, 5�-ACTGGTGCCAAGACGAGAAT; R-primer, 5�- forceps to free the ovules/developing seeds, which were sus-
pended in H2O on microscope slides and examined under aATCCCCTCGTAAAAGGCTGT), MgSTS26 (F-primer, 5�-

GATGGAAAGCTCTCGCAACT; R-primer, 5�-CGCTTAAACA Leica MZ6 dissecting scope equipped with a video camera and
a transmitted-light base producing a high-contrast dark-fieldTGGGAGCATT), and MgSTS87 (F-primer, 5�-CTTCGACGAT

GCAGAGAGT; R-primer, 5�-ACATAAGCCCTCCTCGTGAA). image. Images were captured with frame-grabbing software
and analyzed with Scion (Frederick, MD) Image 1.62c. ForThe marker bc374 on LG11 is a dominant amplified fragment

length polymorphism (AFLP), which was not informative for each ovary, we measured the major and minor elliptical axes
of a random sample of 60–200 ovules/seeds. We then exam-use in the later experiments. Because of the large interval

between bc374 and the next nearest marker and its lower ined the distributions of the major elliptical axis (length) for
each ovary sample. For the bimodal postfertilization distribu-information content, its map position is relatively uncertain.

Reciprocal backcross experiment: A single F1 individual tions, we counted the number of objects in the large (seed)
and small size classes (ovule/aborted seeds) and calculated(M. nasutus SF5 � M. guttatus IM62) was used to generate

four reciprocal backcross populations (BC) and a replicate F2 the proportion in the small class to the total.
Genotyping: Genomic DNA was extracted from leaf tissuegeneration for the test of gender-specific transmission ratio

distortion. For all crosses, the female parent was emasculated using a CTAB/chloroform protocol (Doyle and Doyle 1990)
modified for use in 96-well format. The MgSTS markers werein the bud 1–2 days prior to hand-pollination to prevent autog-

amous selfing. Three of the BC classes (M. nasutus � F1, F1 � amplified using standard touchdown PCR conditions (anneal-
ing temperatures incremented from 62� to 52� for the first 10M. nasutus, and F1 � M. guttatus) and the F2 hybrids have the

M. nasutus cytoplasmic genomes, whereas the M. guttatus � cycles and then an additional 30 cycles at 52�). All marker
genotyping was performed by sizing PCR-amplified DNA frag-F1 BC progeny have the M. guttatus cytoplasmic genomes. The
ments with an incorporated 5� fluorescent-labeled primer onfive progeny classes were grown in a common garden at the
an ABI 3700 automated capillary sequencer (Applied Biosys-Duke University Research greenhouse. Tissue for DNA extrac-
tems, Foster City, CA). Marker genotypes were assigned auto-tion and genotyping was collected from young rosettes to
matically using the program Genotyper (Applied Biosystems)minimize opportunities for postgermination selection. Geno-
and then verified by eye.typic sample sizes ranged from 130 to 185 individuals. Because

the replicate F2 showed the same pattern as the F2 mapping
population, those data are not included in Figure 2.

Test for cytoplasmic effects on drive: As part of a separate RESULTS
project on nucleo-cytoplasmic male sterility in hybirds, we
formed a single M. guttatus-cytoplasm F1 hybrid of the same Linkage and distortion mapping: The new map of
parental lines and then backcrossed it (as the seed parent) LG11 confirms the pattern of severe distortion pre-
to the M. nasutus SF5 line. The backcross progeny were grown viously reported, with greater resolution from additionalin the Duke University greenhouse. A subset (N � 90) were

codominant makers. At the most distorted marker ingenotyped at MgSTS87, the marker most tightly linked to the
this region (MgSTS87), only 1% of individuals in theLG11 distortion locus.

Construction and genotyping of NILs: The NILs descend F2 mapping population are M. nasutus homozygotes,
from a replicate BC1 population [(SF5 � IM62) � SF5]; N � whereas the proportions of heterozygotes and M. gut-
500 initially) derived from the same F1 cross. NIL construction tatus homozygotes are both near 50% (Figure 1). Thewas designed to minimize opportunities for fecundity/fertility

magnitude of transmission ratio distortion diminishesselection; each BC2–BC4 line descended from a different BC1
proportionately at increasingly distant markers, suggestingindividual, was used as the seed parent in the backcrosses to

the recurrent parent (M. nasutus SF5), and was maintained by a single distorter locus (hereafter D) that is tightly
random single-seed descent. Seed parents were emasculated in linked to MgSTS87 and causes a 98–100% bias against
the bud to prevent self-pollination. The BC 4 NILs (N � 187) the M. nasutus homozygote.
were grown in a common garden under the same conditions

Reciprocal backcross experiment: To determineas previous generations. To estimate the NIL genomic back-
whether extreme transmission bias at D in the F2 genera-ground, we genotyped 48 additional codominant markers.

These control markers are unlinked to LG11, but were other- tion originated in F1 female function, F1 male function,
wise chosen haphazardly from a pool of markers polymorphic or postfertilization selection among zygotes, we com-
in these lines. pared genotypic ratios in pairs of reciprocal backcrosses

Examination of NIL seed development: To explore the
to each parental line. Strikingly, M. nasutus alleles werehypothesis that severely biased transmission at D was caused
severely underrepresented at markers for the D locusby the loss of female gametophytes or developing seeds with

the disfavored genotype, we compared seed development in only when the F1 was the female parent (Figure 2). In
D-heterozygous NILs and the D-homozygous SF5 recurrent backcrosses to both parental species, only 1–4% of progeny
parent. To produce the observed female-specific transmission inherited the M. nasutus allele at MgSTS87 from their F1bias, all ovules (or their descendant seeds) carrying the M.

mothers, whereas transmission through an F1 male parentnasutus allele at D would have to be eliminated prior to germi-
was Mendelian or only slightly skewed (Figure 2).nation. This differential fate should translate into a bimodal

distribution of ovule/seed sizes at one or more stages of ovary Test for cytoplasmic effects on drive: The female-
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Figure 1.—Map position and transmission ratio distortion
of markers on LG11 in the M. nasutus � M. guttatus F2 mapping
population (N � 287). The horizontal line indicates the Men-
delian expectation for either parental homozygote class Figure 2.—Transmission ratio distortion at LG11 markers

in backcross populations. Data for codominant markers(0.25). The dotted segment between bc374 and MgSTS87
continues the symmetry of homozygote frequencies shown by MgSTS87-MgSTS26 are shown. The solid line is the Mendelian

expectation of 0.50. Values above the dotted line deviatedthe other markers, but we do not have data on the frequency
of M. guttatus homozygotes at bc374 because it is a dominant significantly (P � 0.05) from the Mendelian expectation by

one-tailed �2 with 1 d.f., but each value was tested against aAFLP. Distances are in cM Kosambi.
slightly different threshold because of differences in sample
size. Because linked markers are not independent and the
pattern in F1 female backcrosses is clear, we did not correct

specific distortion on LG11 is not restricted to the for multiple tests. The most distorted marker in the F1 male �
M. nasutus cytoplasmic background. We observed simi- M. guttatus backcross (MgSTS87; 61% M. guttatus transmission

through F1) deviates from the Mendelian expectation withlarly strong distortion at MgSTS87 when an M. guttatus-
P � 0.0027, suggesting that milder distortion in this cross alsocytoplasm F1 was used as the female parent in a backcross
has a real biological basis.to the M. nasutus parental line [6% SF homozygotes,

N � 90; not significantly different (P � 0.05) by � 2

test from comparable M. nasutus-cytoplasm BC1 in the tality necessary to nearly completely bias allelic transmis-
reciprocal backcross experiment]. sion at D. Prior to fertilization, the distribution of ovule

Persistence of drive in nearly isogenic lines: To char- sizes was unimodal in both the NILs and the SF5 paren-
acterize female-specific distortion in a more uniform tal controls (N � 10 and 9, respectively). In fruits col-
genetic background, we examined the genotypes and lected several days after pollination, differential seed
phenotypes of NILs formed by four generations of back- development produced clear bimodality, with a discrete
crossing to the M. nasutus parent. In the absence of set of ovule-sized objects as well as larger developing
selection, average heterozygosity should be reduced by seeds observed in both NIL and M. nasutus ovaries. In
50% with each backcross generation, such that 93.75% both types of plants, the aborted/unfertilized ovule size
of these NILs are expected to be M. nasutus homozy- class accounted for �30% of the total distribution (NIL
gotes at any given locus. However, because our breeding range, 0.24–0.47; mean, 0.34 � 0.08 SD; N � 7; SF
design always used M. nasutus as the pollen donor, each range, 0.18–0.56; mean, 0.29 � 0.10 SD, N � 14). Be-
successive backcross also recreated conditions for fe- cause unfilled ovules appear to be a normal part of
male-specific drive. In contrast to Mendelian expecta- fruit development in the parental line, any postmeiotic
tions, markers on LG11 maintain extremely high hetero- mechanism of female drive would need to shift the pro-
zygosity (Figure 3). About 90% (160/178) of the NILs portion of undeveloped seeds to 50–80% of total ovule
were heterozygous at MgSTS87, whereas more distant production in the drive-heterozygous NILs. There is no
markers were near the Mendelian expectation (6.25%) evidence of such a dramatic increase in ovule or seed
and the experimental mean for unlinked markers mortality.
[7.75% � 2.87% (SD) heterozygotes, N � 48 markers].

Seed development in D-heterozygous NILs: As a
DISCUSSIONscreen for the postmeiotic elimination of female ga-

metophytes with the M. nasutus allele as ovules or devel- We report the discovery of a unique segregation dis-
oping seeds, we dissected and examined NIL ovaries torter locus (D) in Mimulus hybrids. This locus is re-

markable in its strength: in heterozygotes, the M. gut-(pre- and postpollination) for evidence of the 50% mor-
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F1 mothers were severely distorted. The relatively mild
transmission ratio distortion at some markers in the
M. guttatus female � F1 male backcross is most likely due
to a second linked locus (such as a pollen performance
QTL) with male-specific effects. However, it could con-
ceivably be a pleiotropic effect of the D locus.

The backcross data are consistent with drive through
female meiosis, but there are other potential sources of
female-specific distortion. In hermaphroditic flowering
plants such as Mimulus, the female parent transmits the
cytoplasmic genomes, surrounds the developing gameto-
phytes and seeds, and makes the majority contribution
to the embryo-fostering triploid endosperm. Interactions
involving these genomes multiply the opportunities for
differential female gametophyte or zygote survival in
hybrids. In this experiment, the F1 parent and all but

Figure 3.—LG11 heterozygosity in NILs formed by four one of the experimental backcross populations carry
generations of backcrossing to the M. nasutus parental line M. nasutus cytoplasmic DNA, so we can immediately(BN4, N � 187). Data for codominant markers MgSTS87-

rule out negative heterospecific interactions with theMgSTS26 are shown. The dashed line indicates the expected
maternal or zygotic cytoplasmic genotype in the strong(Mendelian) heterozygote frequency (0.0625). The F2, BC1,

and NIL data suggest that the D locus is within 2 cM of bias against M. nasutus alleles at D. In addition, the
MgSTS87. M. nasutus cytoplasmic background does not appear

to be necessary for biased transmission; the backcross
progeny of an F1 female with M. guttatus cytoplasm

tatus (outcrosser) allele at D experiences close to 100% showed a similar pattern of distortion at D-linked
preferential transmission over its M. nasutus (selfer) markers.
homolog. There are a surprisingly large number of pos- The female specificity of drive allowed us to assess
sible causes of such transmission ratio distortion in plant drive in a set of NILs constructed by repeated backcross-
hybrids: nonrandom segregation of chromosomes in ing of the F1 (and later hybrids) to the M. nasutus paren-
female meiosis (true meiotic drive), differential male tal line. Drive persists in this nearly isogenic M. nasutus
gamete survival or performance (including interactions background, with �90% of BN4 NILs remaining hetero-
with each other and with paternal sporophyte and ma- zygous at marker MgSTS87 (Figure 3) compared to
ternal stylar genotypes), differential female gamete sur- �8% at unlinked markers. This is precisely the expecta-
vival or performance (including interactions with mater- tion if the M. guttatus allele at D invariably outcompetes
nal nuclear and cytoplasmic genotypes), and differential the alternative allele each generation, and recombina-
seed survival (including direct lethality of nuclear zygote tion rarely disassociates it from the M. guttatus allele of
genotypes, competitive interactions between endo- the closely linked marker. These data suggest that only
sperm and embryo genotypes, and interactions between heterozygosity at D itself (or tightly linked modifiers)
seed and maternal genotypes). Because the extreme is required for biased transmission; any unlinked
distortion was initially identified in an F2 mapping popu- M. guttatus modifiers of drive would be retained in only
lation in which all of these are possibilities, we under- a minority of NILs. Because the NILs are essentially
took a series of additional crossing experiments to dis- M. nasutus plants except for their heterozygosity at D,
sect the mechanism of D drive. the persistence of drive in these lines also rules out

The pattern of distortion in reciprocal backcross pop- lethal interactions between developing ovules and the
ulations revealed that extreme drive at D is female spe- maternal nuclear genotype (e.g., a dominant M. guttatus
cific, occurring when the heterozygous F1 acts as the allele at another locus) as the source of female-specific
female in crosses to itself or to either parental species distortion. Whatever the mechanism, it almost certainly
(Figure 2). Female-specific drive clearly eliminates the involves only direct interactions between alternative ge-
possibility that D is a pollen performance QTL or a notypes at D. Although it is possible that interactions
segregation distorter mediating interactions between with an unlinked locus with similarly extreme transmis-
male gametes. This immediately places D in a class dis- sion bias could be necessary for female drive at D, indi-
tinct from the well-studied transmission ratio distortion vidual unlinked markers (N � 48; L. Fishman and J. H.
systems caused by male-gamete competition (Lyttle Willis, unpublished data) were either not distorted or
1991; Taylor and Ingvarrson 2003). The female speci- only mildly distorted in the BN4 NIL population. Thus,
ficity of drive also rules out direct lethal effects of diploid it is unlikely that the genome contains another region
nuclear genotype as a source of transmission bias. Each with extreme female drive.
pair of reciprocal backcrosses should contain identical The backcross and NIL genotypic data rule out several

postmeiotic sources of female-specific distortion, butpools of zygotic genotypes, but only those crosses with
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some alternatives to meiotic drive remained. In particu- D must be either the LG11 centromere itself or one or
more tightly linked genes that modify the behavior oflar, these data alone cannot rule out lethal ovule-ovule

or endosperm-endosperm interactions analogous to as- the LG11 centromere at meiosis. Experimental confir-
mation of this inference will require mapping of drivencomycete spore-killer systems (Nauta and Hoekstra

1993). It is difficult to envision a physiological mecha- LG11 markers relative to the LG11 centromere. At this
point, we have no information on centromere positionsnism for consistently lethal competition between devel-

oping gametophytes or seeds, which are encased in ma- in Mimulus; however, the ongoing development of bac-
terial artificial chromosome libraries and a physical mapternal tissue, but such interactions are theoretically

possible given the divergent histories of the parental of M. guttatus will facilitate the joint localization of the
D locus and the LG11 centromere using fluorescencespecies. Unlike true drive through female meiosis, how-

ever, these and any other postmeiotic processes must re- in situ hybridization.
Why extreme functional divergence at D? Recent mo-duce female fecundity—the observed genotypic bias could

result only from the loss of all developing ovules or seeds lecular work argues that chromosomal competition dur-
ing female meiosis drives rapid turnover of centromereswith the disfavored genotype (i.e., 50% mortality). The

NILs, which are almost entirely homozygous M. nasutus and associated histone proteins within populations, po-
tentially accelerating the development of reproductiveelsewhere in the genome, allow us to isolate such fitness

effects of D from other hybrid incompatibilities ex- incompatibilities between species (Henikoff et al. 2001b).
This constant centromeric arms race is limited to out-pressed in the F1 and F2 generations (Fishman and Wil-

lis 2001). crossing species, however; population genetic theory
shows that selfish chromosomal elements cannot spreadTo explore the hypothesis that nearly completely bi-

ased transmission at D was caused by the loss of female in highly selfing populations (Burt and Trivers 1998;
Hurst and Werren 2001). Therefore, extreme drivegametophytes or developing seeds with the disfavored

genotype, we compared seed development in D-hetero- at D, as well as milder bias against M. nasutus alleles in
other regions of the hybrid genome (Fishman et al.zygous NILs and the D-homozygous SF5 recurrent par-

ent. We saw no evidence of an additional 50% female 2001), may reflect ongoing selection for selfish centro-
meres in outcrossing M. guttatus and its relaxation ingamete death due to drive in D-heterozygotes; the NILs

and the M. nasutus parental line both displayed �30% strictly selfing M. nasutus. Asymmetric divergence in
these species generates a remarkable new system forunfertilized or aborted ovules after fertilization, on aver-

age, and no NILs had �50% unfilled seeds. Additional the study of true meiotic drive, including its functional
mechanisms, dynamics within populations, and role inexperiments will be necessary to fully characterize any

subtler fitness effects of the D genotype, such as in- the development of species barriers. By demonstrating
the selective power of female meiosis, our results furthercreased rates of chromosomal nondisjunction (Zwick

et al. 1999), but mass loss of female gametophytes or suggest that chromosomal drive may be a hidden con-
tributor to divergence in many eukaryotic systems.developing zygotes does not appear to account for

nearly completely biased allelic transmission at D by We thank A. Sweigart, J. Aagaard, and A. Kelly for assistance with
heterozygous individuals. marker development; D. Pedersen, L. Bukovnik, and A. Sweigart for
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ment for the image analysis of developing seeds; and B. Calhoun fortortion at D results from biased chromosomal segregation
plant care. We are grateful to N. Martin, M. Hall, A. Sweigart, Y.-W. Lee,during female meiosis. What functional difference be-
A. Cooley, A. Case, L. Moyle, S. Otto, and two anonymous reviewers

tween chromosomal homologs could cause nearly com- for helpful comments on earlier versions of the manuscript. The
pletely asymmetric meiotic transmission? The best-under- manuscript also benefited from illuminating discussions with B.

Charlesworth, D. Charlesworth, R. K. Dawe, C. Langley, B. Nicklas,stood case of true meiotic drive, the Ab10/knob system
M. Uyenoyama, and M. Zwick. This work was supported by Nationalin maize, involves genic activation of neocentromeric
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